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Ltd. 

Dear Sir: 

It is my pleasure to submit the internship report on Internal Audit of ASCENT 

Management Service (Pvt.) Limited, which has been prepared as a partial 

requirement for the BBA program. 

Utmost effort has been made in the report to give proper attention to details and to 

maintain clarity. I have enjoyed the internship period and learned a lot of things during 

this whole period. While preparing this report, I have tried to make it as thorough and 

comprehensive as possible by covering many issues from more than one angle. Still , if 

there is any room for further clarification or improvement, I will be glad to attend to it. 

Sincerely yours, 

Md. Tariqullslam 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In the last 30 years Scholastica has become every bit as special as Mrs. Yasmeen 

'.{ rs hed had envisioned. It continues to be the largest, most highly regarded English

-~ ium school in Bangladesh . 

. -ow the introduction of operations in new sectors has created a paradigm shift in the 

:orporate mindset. The entire organization has been consolidated and realigned to a new 

:0 us. The common parentage and shared philosophy of Scholastica, Office and Home 

- olutions, SPEED, Etcetera, Scholastica Transport Services, Printcraft and Imagine keep 

:.hem as close as branches of a giant tree. To render a shared identity to this close-knit 

gro up of companies, the Ascent Group has been established. 

I have divided this internship report into three mam parts. In the first part, I have 

iscussed an overview of Internal Audit Department of ASCENT Management service 

(pvt.) ltd. 

In the second part, I have discussed different internal audit report where myself have 

involved in the audit Team. I have tried to present all the important fact and clause of 

internal audit 

At the latter part of the report, I have tried to highlight the performance of the Internal 

Audit Department of ASCENT Management service (Pvt.) ltd. 

Finally, I have tried to give some comments on the internal audit performance due to the 

involvement of myself. 



AUDIT IN BANGALDESH 

Auditing of financial statements of companies registered under the companies act 

~ "7 is compulsory in Bangladesh. According to Sec 213(3), before acceptance of the 

-:=rnational Standards of Auditing (ISA) by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of 

;-'mgladesh (ICAB), detection of errors and frauds, and prevention of errors and frauds 

ere the two important objectives of auditing in Bangladesh. At present, Bangladesh 

-al lows ISA guidelines in auditing. Auditing practices are regulated by the Companies 

_-\ t 1994, the Banking Companies Act 1991, the Insurance Act 1938, the Securities and 

Exchange Commission Act 1993, the Securities and Exchange Rules 1987, the Foreign 

Donations Regulation Rules 1978, and the Co-operative Societies Ordinance 1984. 

_-\.ccording to the Companies Act 1994, accounts of companies registered under this act 

ust be audited by chartered accountants within the regulations of the Bangladesh 

Chartered Accountants Order 1973. 

_ ccounts of enterprises under sector corporations are audited at three levels -

corporations' internal audit departments, independent professional audit firms, and the 

Comptroller and Auditor General (C&AG) of Bangladesh. The employees of a 

corporation on special issues conduct internal audit, sometimes similar to an 

investigation, and often termed as management audit. The purpose of this audit is to 

check whether the corporation's rules and regulations are being properly followed at the 

time of execution of any policy. 



OBJECTIVES 

ad Objective 

The objective of this report was to describe the overall work experience during 

-.:emship period at Internal Audit Department of ASCENT Management service (Pvt.) 

. Also it was attempted to see how organization would achieve specific objective 

- ough Internal Audit Department. 

pecific Objectives 

• To orient the reader with ASCENT Management service (Pvt.) ltd. in brief and 

give an idea about its activities and performances. 

• To describe best practice of Internal Audit Department in Bangladesh. 

• To find out financial effect of Internal Audit Department at ASCENT 

Management service (Pvt.) ltd. 



LIMIT ATIONS 

Although the officials were so busy, they gave me wholehearted cooperation in 

': :ime of Internship also in preparing this report. It was such a nice experience I have 

= --.ered from ASCENT Management service (Pvt.) ltd. But I have faced the following 

:- . lems that may be term as the limitations of the study. 

.., 

Limitation of time would be one of the most important factors to collect data. A 

lo nger time period would have ensured a much better result for the study findings . 

Every organization has its own secrecy that is not revealed to others. While collecting 

data i.e. while interviewing the credit officials they would not discuss much 

information for the sake of confidentiality. 

Due to lack of experience, there is a chance of having some mistake in the report 

though best effort would be applied to avoid any kind of mistake. 



METHODOLOGY 

Secondary sources of information are used in writing this report. It is three 

- - long internship program where I have worked at Internal Audit Department of 

- -CEN T Management Service (Pvt.) Ltd. I have involved with audit team to conduct 

;:rn ory asset audit, deed agreement audit, loan and advances audit, vat/tax aud it, 

_ mobi le asset audit, fixed asset audit. I have evaluated the audit program performance 

.-:: .' to present all the important fact and clause in this report. 

Primary Source of Data 

:mary sources of information are not used in writing this report 

econdary Sources of Data 

-=-0 prepare this report, secondary data will also be collected from different sources. The 

.::ources are: 

• Annual Reports of the companies 

• Different web-sites of the companies 

I ! Other published documents of the companies 

Study instrument 

This study is based on secondary information. Data prepare was done mostly with the 

help of Microsoft Word through different tools. 



CHAPTER ONE 

- _traduction 

rigin of Internal Audit Team 

There are 4 members in Audit team including me, we first acquires knowledge of 

- ....:iness under Audit this enable us to identify the events, transactions and practices 

- : h may have a significant effect on the Audit team. Next stage we study and evaluate 

- \" we would be work in internal controls. 

- e been assigned ASCENT Group three month period as an Intern. I have to submit a 

-e. ort on what I do in office. Now I am writing a report in this regard 

Company 

At first company established in 1977 and ASCENT Group formally established 

early January 2008 which consist of eight different companies. These are SPL, OHS, 

- TS, ETC, SPEED, PCL. Previously education was there main business but now business 

o us diversified to different site. Scholastica School (SPL) is an English medium school 

:hat is internationally accepted. ETC offer premium lifestyle retail store that meets 

international standards. Coffee World &Pizza Corner that is franchise of international 

Coffee & Pizza chain from Thailand. Book Express offers a wide range of high quality 

ooks and magazines in a lively yet relaxing atmosphere. OHS is dealing with interior 

esigning and retailing business. Audit team is formed in 1997. 
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ny s Audit Purpose 

_.:... - the size of the operations of ASCENT Group increase and nature of activities 

:- -omplex, it becomes difficult for the manager to control the operations by direct 

_ : -e supervision. Managing Director and Acting Chairman Mr. Syed Maher 

-~ Chowdhury in such a circumstance established an efficient system of control 

_ - 0 her name is Internal Audit Department. 

e of Internal Audit Department: 

:::::c-( ient and orderly conduct of accounting transaction. 

- =a eguarding the assets in adherence to management policy 

ention of error and detention of error. 

Ensuring accuracy, completeness, reliability and timely preparation of accounting 

Company's Present Audit Status 

At present audit team is giving effort to Fixed Asset of the ASCENT Group. They 

.0 Id likely to under go other audit like HR activities, Vat-tax audit. 

_:.,. dit team already went through Inventory audit of ETC and Transport audit, Deed 

::greement of different premises. 

Internal Control 

The Board is responsible for ensuring that the Company has an adequate and 

ffective control system in place. Although no system of internal financial control can 

. rov ide absolute assurance against material mis-statement or loss, the Company's internal 

~ontrol systems have been designed to provide the directors with reasonable assurance 

hat assets are safeguarded against unauthorised use by the employees and/or 

management and/or third parties, transactions are authorised and properly recorded and 

material error and irregularities are either prevented or detected within a reasonable 

period of time. 
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· i 

~ -igned management structure, clearly defined responsibilities, delegation of 

.u:::::.;:,c-,,:: .. e-tablishment of accountability at each level and system of periodic reporting 

. .i ·oring performance are the key elements of the internal control framework 

in ASM. 

Audit Committee 

The Audit Committee comprises of five Directors. The Company Secretary is the 

- ry of the Committee. A director who has professional background in accounting 

.: ~:, nce head the Committee. The rules of the Audit Committee clearly lay down its 

__ - :i ' , responsibility and specific duties. 

--~ Committee is empowered, among other things, to examine any matter relating to the 

-- --;-i al affairs of the Company and to review all audit and inspection programs, internal 

_ -::01 systems and procedures, accounting policies and adherence to compliance 

-~.:. . ements, etc. This ensures that a sound financial reporting system is in place, which 

-= ;el l managed, providing accurate, appropriate and timely information to the Board of 

~ :-~ to rs and stakeholders. 

--.e Chief Risk & Compliance Officer has direct access to the Committee and the 

:: mmittee is directly reportable to the Board . 

. ing the year under review, four Audit Committee meetings were held . 

Functions and responsibilities of the Committee 

.. To assist the Board in fulfilling its oversight responsibilities including implementation 

u ~ the objectives, strategies and overall business plans set by the Board for effective 

: nctioning of the Company. 

• To review the financial reporting process, the system of internal control and 

anagement of financial risks and the Company's processes for monitoring compliance 

\' ith laws and regulations and its own code of business conduct. 

ACONCERN OF 
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·1 
hat Company has adequate process in place to safeguard the assets of the 

3",ai nst unauthorized use by the employees/third parties and to ensure that 

_ . ______ - ~ urred by the Company are for the purposes of the Company. 

~'. luate whether management is setting the appropriate compliance culture by 

_ - ~a ing the importance of internal control and the management of risk and ensure 

loyees have understanding of their roles and responsibilities. 

review the arrangements made by the management for building a suitable 

ent Information System (MIS) including information technology system and its 

:::': Ions. 

-.., evi ew the corrective measures taken by the management as regard the reports 

to fraud and forgery, deficiency in internal control or other similar issues 

__ -:e by internal and external auditors and inspectors of the regulatory authorities. 

- .) review the activities and organizational structure of internal audit functions and 

.se th at no unjustified restrictions or limitations are made. 

~o do any other functions as the Board may require from time to time. 

ACONCERN OF 
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CHAPTER TWO 

OVERVIEW OF IDEAL INTERNAL AUDIT 

. of Audit 

The origin of audit may be traced to middle ages but the audit in the present sense 

- ·~e traced to aftermath of large scale production in consequence of industrial 

_t ion during the eighteenth century. Goods produced for hand to mouth levels were 

-~ to be mass-produced for reaping the economies of scale and technology. 

-ro ry of internal auditing 

The Internal Auditing profession evolved steadily with the progress of 

- --:=gement science after World War II. It is conceptually similar in many ways to 

- - 2 ial auditing by public accounting firms, quality assurance and banking compliance 

___ "ities. Much of the theory underlying internal aUditing is derived from management 

lt ing and public accounting professions. With the implementation in the United 

-.,- of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, the profession's growth accelerated, as many 

-.:emal auditors possess the skills required to help companies meet the requirements of 

::e law. 

Internal audit 

Internal auditing is a profession and activity involved in advising organizations 

-c ::;arding how to better achieve their objectives. Internal auditing involves the utilization 

- a systematic methodology for analyzing business processes or organizational problems 

;m recommending solutions. Professionals called internal auditors are employed by 

\) ganizations to perform the internal auditing activity. The scope of internal auditing 

-i hi n an organization is broad and may involve internal control topics such as the 
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. ~ 
rati ons, the reliability of financial reporting, deterring and investigating 

.'=g _ rdi ng assets, and compliance with laws and regulations. Internal auditing 

--""" ...... . ,"olves measuring compliance with the entity's policies and procedures. 

- In ternal Audit 

. i the responsibility of the Internal Audit Department to test, evaluate and 

e system of internal control employed by management, to safeguard 

= - ', :ion assets and to ensure the accuracy of financial records. Moreover, the Internal 

_ . : :Jepartment shall also review processes for compliance with all the organization 

.: ~ - and procedures, and promote operational efficiency when appropriate . 

. _ -:: mal Audit Department shall provide, in co-operation with the Vice President for 

- ~- ~ e and Administration, the President and the Audit Committee; the annual general 

.: Ian for review and approval. Audit activities shall include, and are not limited to, 

'': : llowing: 

1. Effectiveness and efficiency of operations. 

2. Reliability of financial reporting. 

3. Compliance with laws and regulations . 

• "- agement IS responsible for internal control. Managers establish policies and 

- -esses to help the organization achieve specific objectives in each of these categories. 

-:emal auditors perform audits to evaluate whether the policies and processes are 

: • ..:i ", ed and operating effectively and provide recommendations for improvement. 

ACONCERN OF 
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_ ad it Cycle 

-~ ~:l_'o r steps of the internal audit cycle adopted by the Internal Audit Office of 
_____ ~-O ~ American University are presented hereafter. 

_ ::: ", .", li sted in the chronological order of their occurrence. 

I. Risk Assessment 
II. Background Information 

III. Audit Program 
IV. Notification to 

V. Entrance Meeting 
VI. Start of Fieldwork 

VII. Progress Reports / Meetings 
VIII. End of Fieldwork 
IX. Draft Audit Report 

X. Exit Meeting 
XI. Management Response(s) 

XII. Final Audit Report 
XIII. Subsequent Events Review 

XIV. General Provision 

~., 0 e are internal guidelines that are meant to brief auditees with the audit cycle. 

--;: -= ide lines shall not limit the activities ofInternal Audit or restrict alterations to such 
_. : ,e. as may be deemed appropriate under the circumstances. 

AdYantage of Internal Audit 

The benefit of the internal audit is that proper accounting system is introduced. 

--. - ounting system is a chain of activities in an entity by which transactions are 

essed for maintaining financial record . There is a need of orderly arrangement of 

onnel, procedures, records, forms and devices to achieve desirable results. The goals 

,-, usiness can be achieved if there is proper internal control, internal check and internal 

':::ldit. It should be noted that management could rely on internal audit for best results. 

The internal audit is beneficial top review progress of business concern. The figures of 

. rev ious years are compared with this year. Moreover the performance results of similar 

ACONCERN OF 
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. ~ 
an be compared to determine the progress made by the entity. The 

__ .ent can review progress through internal audit. The internal audit is helpful to 

. -:'~~' i \ ' e control over business activities. The manager concerned can remove the 

_: :or mooth working. Internal audit alerts the management for effective control 

ri k management 

' -.:emal auditing professional standards reqUire the function to monitor and 

he effectiveness of the organization's Risk management processes. Risk 

ent re lates to how an organization sets objectives, then identifies, analyzes, and 

-.:..: 0 those risks that could potentially impact its ability to realize its objectives 

re of the internal audit activity 

Based on a risk assessment of the organization, internal auditors, management and 

_ ._.;::--h Boards determine where to focus internal auditing efforts. Internal auditing 

_. ' is generally conducted as one or more discrete projects. A typical internal audit 

. :"~ : involves the following steps : 

::: a bli sh and communicate the scope and objectives for the audit to appropriate 

- ·-:3gement. 

- =:> evelop an understanding of the business area under review. This includes objectives, 

-~ - rements, and key transaction types. This involves review of documents and 

- :;;-[yi ews. Flowcharts and narratives may be created if necessary. 

C. Identify control procedures used to ensure each key transaction type IS properly 

tro lled and monitored. 

D. Develop and execute a risk-based sampling and testing approach to determine whether 

~ e most important controls are operating as intended. 

£. Report problems identified and negotiate action plans with management to address the 

~rob lems. 

ACO NCERN OF 
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" , 
-_ - on reported findings at appropriate intervals. Internal audit departments 

~::::::L:.:J- _ -" .O\\ -UP database for this purpose. 

__ :.:; _. ica ll y take 8-12 weeks to complete, depending on the complexity of the 

-...... er review, management's availability to assist, and internal audit resources 

y of the above steps are iterative and may not all occur in the sequence 

_ -zi ng and recommending business improvements in critical areas, auditors help 

-_ -- iza io n succeed. 

ping the plan of actions 

mal Audit standards require the development of a plan of audit engagements 

:'".:.5 ) based on a risk assessment, updated at least annually. The input of senior 

_ ~ ent and the Board is typically included in this process. Many departments 

-::: heir plan of engagements throughout the year as risks or organizational priorities 

_ -~I auditors often conduct a series of interviews of senior management to identify 

- _ :ial engagements. Changes in people, processes, or systems often generate audit 

;?- ~;: ideas. Various documents are reviewed, such as strategic plans, financial reports, 

. , Iri ng studies, etc. Further, the results of prior audits and resolution of open issues 

-~ : 0 sidered. For example, even if a business area is important, prior audit work and 

-:: --; :ure and status of open issues may render further audit effort unnecessary. 

HO NCERN Of 
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-- in Internal Auditing 

inte rnal audit function 

in measurement of the internal audit function involves a balanced 

h. Internal audit functions are primarily evaluated based on the quality 

information provided to the Audit Committee and top management. 

i primarily qualitative and therefore difficult to measure. "Customer 

-r--~,...--:c"" :-"'-: 0 key managers after each audit project or report can be used to measure 

._.:=-...-. .,.- ::a. \\ ith an annual survey to the Audit Committee. Quantitative measures can 

to measure the function's level of execution and qualifications of its 

y measures include: 

m pletion: This is a measure of the degree to which the annual plan of 

-~-_ -': s is completed, measured at a point in time. This may be measured using the 

, projects completed, weighted by the planned size of each project, with 

or projects in-progress . 

. suance: This is a measure of the time elapsed from completion of testing to 

:~ of the final audit report, including management ' s action plans. This can be 

in average days or percentage of reports issued within a certain standard, such 

ys . For example, a report for a single retail store requiring only the store 

;ar's action might take 3-5 days to issue. 

- q ua lifications: This can be measured through the percentage of staff with 

:~.::::ion a l certifications, graduate degrees, and overall years of experience. 

uri lization rate: This is measured as the percentage of time spent on projects, as 

to administrative time such as training or vacation. Many internal audit 

ents track time by audit project. This is typically captured in a database or 

heet. 

JOg level: The number of positions filled relative to the authorized staffing level. 

_': :0 the challenge of finding qualified staff, departments may have rotational programs 

::-ring in management to complete tours in the function or be "guest" auditors. Audit 
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· ~ 
., ' 50 "co-source," meamng they obtain contract auditors from service 

.;p~:rnDg of critical findings 

~-~ Chi ef Audit Executive (CAE) typically reports the most critical issues to the 

-..,.. inee quarterly, along with management's progress towards resolving them. 

es typically have a reasonable likelihood of causing substantial financial or 

amage to the company. For particularly complex issues, the responsible 

~-1o'.- ' __ may participate in the discussion. Such reporting is critical to ensure the 

-; j- respected, that the proper "tone at the top" exists in the organization, and to 

resolution of such issues. It is a matter of considerable judgment to select 

e issues for the Audit Committee's attention and to describe them in the proper 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Team involved in Different Audit 

n - Audit 

' , -e of Inventory Audit 

re all documents & records relating to sales & inventory of goods maintain 

t reconciliation of physical inventory count to ERM Stock. 

~ __ -ure goods are kept in bins or on racks with complete description of each item 

pect goods are protected against deterioration and misappropriation. 

enti fy the reason of missing products. 

nti fy products are in good conditions. 

ure the products shelving system are proper and in save mode. 

- ~, aluate physical security of inventories and environment in which they and held. 

of Inventory Audit 

To detect discrepancies in physical inventory and evaluate problems relating 

_ :ory control system of ETC outlets and recommend solutions. 

I X\CERHOF 
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.. ~:::=:,. ,-\udit Methodology 

-= 

rogram was designed in consultations with Head of marketing and 

diz ing senior manager ETC, and concerned merchandisers. 

In o lved 100% physical counting of each item of individual brand and 

_-=_' , tERM current inventory report and completed in one go. 

-. -i al stock counting of goods was conducted from the left to right & top to 

: .• 11. 

": . - ical counting was recorded in ERM inventory sheet. 

?-oducts were properly re-shelved after counting and a label indicating, 

"Checked" was pasted on completed shelves. 

Discrepancies detected and clearly marked "Short" or " Excess" In Inventory 

.::heet. 

Concerned Merchandiser will explain the reason of discrepancies, which will be 

noted in inventory sheet. 

Internal Audit Team conducted physical inception with the help of Ms. Shoma 

Zahid. 

Inspected price tag of each goods to identify and error in price tagging. 

Inspected the conditions of the goods and indicated remarks in case of any 

physical deterioration of goods . 

. ) Physical inventory was audit conducted starting with Apparels and completed 

eight brands. 

- ope of Inventory Audit 

Inventory audit procedures included physical stock counting and cross match with 

=::t.\1 stock. In this manual procedure audit team member may be missing counted. 

~0 uct code number had written both ERM stock and in-front product in a small front. 

it team haven't enough time to count the entire product in relax mode. Audit team 

2...TInging inventory audit through whole night. 

ACONCERN OF 
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. Inventory Audit 

- orty 

physically found 152 items out of 192 items in this brand. Total 40 items 

sing where financial loss was approx TK 97800 as per MRP. 

y and shelving system was not good enough to attract the customers 

- _::e dusts were found in the shelves. 

excess quantity against a code under this brand. 

" \\"omen ' s Sandie was found without code and price tag. 

·ra ngler 

.:e have physically fund 646 out of 655 items in this brand. Total items were 

. i sing were financial loss was approximately Tk. 11255.00 as per MRP. 

The items were found in different location in the outlet and mixed with other 

rand. 

Found one excess quantity against a code under this brand. 

ommendation: 

The reasons for significant discrepancies of certain brands of Apprals may be 

investigated and reason find out by the concern department. 

As a part of general inventory control procedure there should be a program of 

continuous inventory counting to ensure that: 

" Each item is physically inspected at least once III SiX month and more 

frequently in case of items liable to loss. 

~ Adequate records are kept up to date 

~ There should be appropriate reports and investigations procedure for 

discrepancies 

~ Regular inventory checking will ensure increased discipline over store 

supervIsors. 

~ Discrepancies in between physical count and ERM stock are detected earlier. 

ACONCERN OF 
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-1 
_ - :magement is better able to identify errors slow moving & deteriorated 

d storage may be in the same location of the same brand. 

e cabinet may be properly packed. 

-;: =_ ervisor may be more particular in fixing tag and product codes number 

- = ;:';\" item. 

ervisor should be more particular in maintain cleanliness of shelves. 

. for Loan & Advances 

__ .~ "e of Loan & Advance Audit 

To ensure Advance approved by Authorities 

;:sal uate the process of advance salary 

To inspect advance payment according to the company policy 

Recovery made as per rule of the company policy. 

ubmit proper document of receiving advance payment 

Fi nd status of loan or advance. 

Find status of Advance outstanding with ageing. 

Find undue delay in adjustment of advances . 

. m of Loan & Advances Audit 

To perceive inconsistency in sanctioning loan & advance and evaluate problems 

-= 2. ing loan advance control system of ASCENT GROUP and recommend solutions. 

ACONCERN Of 
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·l!!finC~~ - of Loan & Advance Audit 

-ompany policy and guidelines for approving loan and advance. 

decision of loan sanction committee and approval of competent 

e' .. -- application for loan with proper reasons and supporting documents. 

the documents for sanctioning advance and loan . 

. e. ie\\-ed the loan amount with the reference to loan policy. 

,:, ' led of financial record for payment of loan and subsequent recoveries . 

< - ' ed the ledger entry. 

',-erified recovery of loans with relevant records. 

-- ected instances if anywhere the employee have already resigned & separated 

L t loan amount still exists in ledger account. 

pected reconciliation of loan and advances account with including subsidiary 

Ie ger. 

of Loan & Advances Audit 

Our audit procedures included analyzing financial results, interviewing 

staff personnel, reviewing and documenting the department's 

=_ 'ures and examining supporting documents 

dings of Loan & Advance Audit 

All applications were not field in a systematic and orderly manner. 

Most of the applicants did not mention any specific reason for advance and did 

not submit any supporting documents as per advance policy. 

Most of the applicants did not mention any specific reason for loan and did not 

submit any supporting documents as per loan policy. 

~ . In all cases deduction were found to be made as per terms of sanction order. 
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. , 
\·ere no instances of outstanding loan/Advances in respect of employees 

~.::.jy res igned & separated from company. 

ndation of Loan & Advance Audit 

anctioning committee should gIve importance to field loan or advance 

- :?!i ation form in a systematic and orderly manner. 

loyee must mention specific reason of requesting loan & advance . 

. -i hout submitting the supporting documents of sanction loan & advance 

-:.anagement wouldn't be approve any loan or advance . 

• e pons ible person who collect or deduct the monthly installment should be 

joing his/her job in orderly and timely manner. 

Audit Report 

ctive of VAT Audit 

To confirm maintaining of VAT books/ records as per VAT ACT. 

Eva luate deduction of VAT/ TAX as per provision of law. 

To ensure VAT/TAX accounts have been properly maintained in financial ledger. 

To confirm deposited of VAT/TAX to government. 

To inspect the process of maintaining proper accounts in a timely manner. 

ill of VAT Audit 

To become aware of divergence in maintaining VAT Books and evaluate 

lems relating VAT/TAX collected and deposited control system of ASCENT 

·R.OUP and recommend solutions. 

A CONCERN OF 

,~SCENT 
."" , ~o u p 
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gy of VAT Audit 

-5 ect prescribed VAT books namely MASHOK ii and corresponding records 

- - ined by the company. MUSHOK -19 (VAT Return), MUSHOK- 18 (VAT 

-:-ent Account) is not applicable for suppliers VAT. 

ted suppliers subsidiary ledger for VAT/TAX deduction against suppliers 

:: . 1 ayments with references to V A T Rules . 

T _ _ e ted accounts records for subsequent deposit of retained VAT/TAX with 

-:'" e rence to treasury challan. 

• pected the closing balance of VA T/TAX payable accounts and reconciled with 

~ontro l ledger. 

Consulted with manager finance and manager VAT regarding on general 

rocedural in respect of any deviations. 

pe of VAT ITA X Audit 

Our audit procedures included analyzing financial results, interviewing 

';'Qement and staff personnel, reviewing and documenting the department's 

:e ures and examining supporting documents 

~ in dings 

I . VAT records are maintained by the company as par VAT rules 

No significant deviations were found in complying with VAT rules and 

regulations in respect of VAT deductions. 

3. Deviations observed in timely depositing retained VAT amount in to national 

exchequer within stipulated time of two months. In most cases VAT amounts 

were deposited a period of 4 months to 6 months. 

ACONCERN OF 

,~SCENT 
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t ion 

hould continue maintaining of VAT books/ Record as per VAT ACT. 

hould continue VAT/TAX deduction as per provision of law. 

- "T".-\X accounts should be properly maintained in financial ledger. 

~ T.-\X deducted at sources should be deposited in to government exchequer 

ti pu lated time. 

Ag reement Audit 

riYe of Deed Agreement Audit 

To ensure all documents & records relating to deed agreement of SPL, STS, ETC 

maintain properly. 

To inspect all the important documents of agreement are kept III the archive 

system. 

To ensure agreement papers kept in file in the cabinet with complete description 

of each agreement as per rule of the company policy. 

To inspect agreement papers are protected against deterioration and 

misappropriation. 

To identify deed agreement papers are in good conditions. 

6. To ensure the shelving system of archive cabinet are proper and in save mode. 

To evaluate physical security of agreement papers and environment in which they 

held 

To ensure agreement papers scanned and saved in the IT Department safe place as 

per rule of the company policy. 

9. Carefully read all the documents to identified important fact and clause of deed 

agreement. 

10. Prepare an individual summary sheet of all department wise deed agreement. 

ACONCERN OF 

/J~?~~~T 
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ed Agreement Audit 

. r pare an effective archive system of deed agreement where respective 

- :a'e information or action. Observe variation in archiving system and evaluate 

_ - relating agreement control system of ASCENT Management service (Pvt.) Ltd. 

end solutions. 

odology of Deed Agreement Audit 

.-\.udi t program was designed in consultations with Secretary of company, 

. fa nager of Intern Audit and concerned top management. 

.-\.ud it counted department wise deed agreement in the archive system. 

Agreement papers were properly re-shelved after counting and a label indicating 

··Checked" was pasted on completed shelves. 

Concerned employee will explain the reason of discrepancies, which will be noted 

in audit report. 

Physical inception and analyzed deed agreement conducted by Internal Audit 

Team with the help ofMr. Md . Nazmul Ahsan, Manager oflntern Audit. 

Carefully read all the deed agreement and saved in the IT Department safe place. 

7. Un-scanned deed agreement papers send to take the necessary action. 

Informed respective person about the summery sheet of deed agreement. 

- ope of Deed Agreement Audit 

This audit procedure included analyzing deed agreement, consult with 

- . .magement and employee personnel, reviewing and documenting the department's 

::-0 edures and examining supporting documents. 

ACONCERN OF 

/'~?~f~T 
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......... ir~g of Deed Agreement Audit 

-e haven' t found all the deed agreement papers at one place. 

~'1ere is no scroll system to collect or withdraw of deed agreement form archive 

_ --tern . 

J j play and shelving system was good enough to find specific agreement papers 

2: the right time 

Huge dusts were found in the shelves. 

Fi le and cabinet is not good enough to protect important deed agreement paper. 

ommendation of Deed Agreement Audit 

.. The reasons for significant discrepancies of keeping deed agreement papers may 

be investigated and reason find out by the concern department. 

As a part of general deed agreement archive system control procedure there 

should be a program of continuous Auditing to ensure that: 

> Each deed agreement papers are physically inspected at least once In SIX 

month. 

> Adequate records are kept up to date 

> There should be available and appropriate information are kept in respective 

person 

> Shelving and storage may be in the same location of the same department 

> Agreement papers inside cabinet may be properly packed. 

> Respective person may be more particular in fixing tag and agreement codes 

number on every documents 

ACONCERN Of 

~· '~?~~~T 
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Automobile Audit 

bjective of Automobile Audit 

1) To ensure all documents & re ord relat ing to automobile maintain properly. 

2) To inspect documents are r newed at the right time. 

3) To ensure respective d 

the maturity. 

4) To ensure respect i\' 

5) Cross-match the ph y i 

6) 

7) 

8) Identify repairable . .,- -

Aim of Automobile Audi 

To ensure re 

regarding automobile 

department ' s and re 0 

Automobile Audit ::'-1 

a) Audit pro gra 

semor mana=:c::. : 

c) 

d) Respective e 

e) Audit team 

ACONCERN OF 

J~SCENT ,.....!.~'R' UP 

am n have system to renewed necessary documents at 

BI e-book at the end of drive. 

\'i h Blue-book kilometer 

=: important document with automobil e. 

I ondi ti ons . 

o next companies budget. 

-- utomobile maintain compames policy 

- ":-.: - Ja ing automobile control system of STS 

wi th Head of STS department and 

_:,- :- 0 each automobile of individual 

- -:;-:. comp leted in one go. 

-;;::- erence of valid documents . 

- : -:: 1,;:- 3 omobile is running. 



. , 
f) Audit team consu lt with driver of each automobile to identify prevIOus 

performance the automobi le. 

g) Audit team take sugge tion fro m respective person of automobile . 

h) Discrepancies dete te d learly take a note to the audit sheet. 

i) Concerned employee ,;'11 ex lain the reason of discrepancies, which will be noted 

in audit sheet. 

j) Interna l Aud it T 

STS 

Scope of Autom obil _-\. I 

hys ical inception with the help of Manager of 

Inventory ed phys ica l inspection of each automobile and 

evaluate neces a[\ ~obile . As the entire audit team member are not 

expert with auto - ments so audit team member may be missing 

evaluate the au 0 - ::: : _:-,en s. Audit teams haven ' t enough time to inspect 

carefully eac h r~ = . :._: 1, 0 ile as automobiles were giving service to 

companies act i\'i : :~_ 

Findings of Au ......... ..,....~ .. 

Microbus 

1. We h - _ - ~robus at the place of audit 

2. Three ' r _ nd w ith automobile 

3. roken. 

4. . -e right place. 

5. Ther .: resent kilometer and physical automobile 



., 
School Bus 

1. We have physically found all the microbus at the place of audit 

2. Bus equipment are not maintain properly 

3. Huge dust found inside and outside ofthe school bus 

4. Audit team marked some parts which should be repair to the next companies 

budget. 

Private Car 

1. All the private car was not possible to present at the audit place 

2. There is miss-match with Blue-book present kilometer and physical automobile 

kilometer. 

3. Audit team marked some parts which should be repair to the next companies 

budget. 

4. There is no monitoring system of companies private car service. 

5. Necessary documents not found at the right place. 

Recommendation: 

1. The reasons for significant discrepancies of automobile should be investigated by 

the concern department. 

2. As a part of general inventory control procedure there should be a program of 

continuous automobile inspection to ensure that: 

~ Each automobile is physically inspected at least once in six month and more 

frequently in case of items liable to loss. 

~ Adequate records are kept up to date 

~ There should be appropriate reports and investigations procedure for 

discrepancies 

~ Regular Blue-book checking will ensure increased discipline over running 

automobile. 

~ Discrepancies In between Blue-book record and physical kilometer are 

detected earlier. 

ACONCERN Of 
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·1 
~ The management is better able to identify errors of managmg all the 

automobile according to companies policy 

3. Automobile should be parked at the safe place 

4. Automobile supervisor may be more aware to supervise the service of automobile. 

ACONCERN OF 
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Conclusion 

I have performed three month internship program and involved in five audits in the 

internal audit department where as individual report present at the above. Now I am presenting 

overall finding of internal audit department within my internship period at ASCENT Management 

Service (Pvt.) Ltd. 

Incase of Inventory Audit in the Khubsoority brand audit team found 152 items out of 

192 items in this brand. Total 40 items were missing where financial loss was approx TK 

97800 as per MRP. Display and shelving system was not good enough to attract the 

customers. In the brand of Wrangler audit team found 646 out of 655 items where as 

financial loss was approximately Tk. 11255.00 as per MRP. Incase of Advance and Loan 

Audit most of the applicants did not mention any specific reason for advance and did not 

submit any supporting documents as per advance policy or loan policy. Deviations 

observed in timely depositing retained VAT amount in to national exchequer within 

stipulated time of two months. In most cases VAT amounts were deposited a period of 4 

months to 6 months found at VAT Audit. There is no scroll system to collect or 

withdraw of deed agreement form archive system. File and cabinet is not good enough to 

protect important deed agreement paper observed at Deed agreement audit. Incase of 

Automobile Audit there is miss-match with Blue-book present kilometer and physical 

automobile kilometer. Audit team marked some parts which should be repair to the next 

companies budget. 
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Overall Recommendation 

I have identified some recommendations as I have worked at Internal Audit 

Department aiming to close the gaps between objective of the organization and actual 

activities of ASCENT Management Service (Pvt.) Ltd. 

Recommendations are following : 

Incase of ETC outlets concern person should inspected each outlet at least once in six 

month and more frequently in case of items liable to loss. Regular inventory checking 

will ensure increased discipline over store supervisors. The management is better able to 

identify errors slow moving & deteriorated stock. Store supervisor may be more 

particular in fixing tag and product codes number on every item. Loan sanctioning 

committee should give importance to field loan or advance application form in a 

systematic and orderly manner. Without submitting the supporting documents of sanction 

loan & advance management wouldn't be approve any loan or advance. Responsible 

person who collect or deduct the monthly installment should be doing his/her job in 

orderly and timely manner. V A TIT AX deducted at sources should be deposited in to 

government exchequer within stipulated time. Each deed agreement papers are physically 

inspected at least once in six month. Respective person may be more particular in fixing 

tag and agreement codes number on every documents. There should be appropriate 

reports and investigations procedure for identifying discrepancies at automobile 

management. Regular Blue-book checking will ensure increased discipline over running 

automobile. Automobile supervisor may be more aware to supervise the service of 

automobile. 

As per our course requirement I have present a report on what I did in the 

internship period . I try to write the report based on my experience in the work place. This 

experience enhances my practical knowledge. 

ACONCERN OF 
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Vehicle Fleet Inspection Report 

I nspection Date Vehicle Registration:: 

Vehicle Type: Date of Registration: 

Driver's Name: Present Kilometer: 

Helper's Name: 

A. Documents Inspection: 

SL# Documents of Status Date of Remarks 

Inspected Renewal 

1 Blue Book Ok - -

2 Tax Token Ok 17/01/08 Done 

3 Fitness Ok 27/01/08 Done 

4 Route Permit Ok 28/01/10 To be done on due 

date 

5 Insurance Ok 14/01/09 To be done on due 

date 



B. Technical Inspection: 

SL# Inspection item Condition Remarks 

1 Engine condition Good Original engine cover lost 

2 Brake system Good 

3 Clutch system Good 

4 Transmission system Good Gear lever, dust cover need 

cleaning 

5 Steering system Satisfactory 

6 Lubricating system Good 

7 Cooling system Excellent 

8 Electrical charging system Satisfactory 

9 Ignition system Excellent 

10 Fuel system(diese l) Excellent 

11 Suspension system Excellent 

12 Electric system Satisfactory Left indicator is broken an 

need fixing 

13 Air condition system N/A 

14 Tyre system Satisfactory Need two tyres for rear 

wheels . 

15 Battery condition Excellent 

16 Body condition Satisfactory Window glass found broken, 

and left side looking glass 

needs change. 

17 Documents(Tax, token , To be 

fitness , route permit, updated 

insurance) 

18 Tools & accessories Good 

19 Upholstery Satisfactory 

20 General Cleanliness Satisfactory 
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VAT/TAX 

SL 
From Date of 

Purpose of Collection Amount 
Date of Target date Delay in 

Remarks 
Collected Collection Deposited of Deposited deposited 



Summery of Deed Agreement 

Total Date of Amount of 
Per Expire 

SL 
Agreement 

Location Subject of Agreement 
Effect date of 

Agreement monthly monthly 
square date of 

Between Agreement 
Value payment payment 

feet Agreeme 
MRP nt 

0;-

S 



Advances of Disbursment Schudle 

Date of 
Deduction 

Monthly End of 
Special 

Name of started from Disbursment Monthly deduntion Commen 
SL 

Employee 
ID Code Approv 

the Salary of Amount as Advance 
Deduction as deductio 

ts (If 
al 

(Month) 
Interest n Month 

any) 



Monthly Loan of Disbursment Schudle 

Date of 
Deduction 

Monthly End of 
Special 

Name of started from Disbursment Monthly deduntlon Com men 
SL 

Employee 
10 Code Approv 

the Salary of Am ount :1 !l 1 on ll 
Dodllction as deductio 

ts (If 
al 

= (Month) , 
Int erest n Month 

any) 
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